ADDITONAL CHAS AND MIA AUDITION SCENE

EXT. POOL - DAY

Mia dips her hand in the crystal-clear water.

ICHAS
I found the chemicals in the
garage. I come by, like, twice a
week.

He strips off his shirt and shoes.

MIAMIA
You know how to do it?

ICHAS
I used to take care of our pool
after my stepdad ran over the pool
guy.

(beat)
There was a lawsuit and stuff. Did
you know that the Mexican word for
lawyer is avocado?

MIANIA
No.

ICHAS
I sucked at Spanish. Guess it
doesn’t matter now.

MIASO no one else goes swimming with
you?

ICHAS
I didn’t want ‘em to know. It’s
like, there’s the part you want
everyone to see, like your Facebook
part, and then there’s the part you
want to keep just for you. Like
your password.

MIASO what’s your password?

He’s reluctant, but realizes how ridiculous it is to worry
about it anymore.

(CONTINUED)
CONTINUED:

CHAS
“Heatherbaby.”

MIA
Did she break your heart?

Chas half-smiles, but says nothing. Thinking about this undoubtably-dead girl is tough for him.

She looks him in the eye, as if weighing his soul.

MIA (CONT’D)
I’m pregnant. I found out just before we left for the Canyon. I didn’t say anything to my boyfriend, because it wasn’t...
(restarting)
Everyone sort of knew we weren’t coming back. And when we got there, when we started walking, I could just feel this instinct that wouldn’t let me do it. I had to stay.

CHAS
Does Josh know?

MIA
You’re the only person on Earth who knows.

CHAS
Why me?

MIA
You told me your password. You showed me your secret pool. You have to trust someone.
ADDITIONAL WALLACE AUDITION SCENE

EXT. GARAGE - DAY

Norman hands Wallace tools like a nurse assisting during a difficult surgery.

WALLACE
Thing about a Thai prostitute is you gotta remember the culture. The family. Now, take an American prostitute...

NORMAN
Okay.

WALLACE
Her daddy treated her wrong, right?

NORMAN
Right.

WALLACE
Wrong. You’re thinking strippers. Daddy gave ‘em the rod, so they’re on the pole.

NORMAN
Pole. Right.

WALLACE
The American prostitute has a healthy relationship with her father. The problem she has is about drugs. Ninety to 100 percent, drugs. But a Thai prostitute, sure, maybe two in five are riding the glass dragon, but you know why they’re turning tricks in the first place?

NORMAN
No.

WALLACE
For their families. To make a better life for their families back on the fish farm. They got that American dream in their heads.

(MORE)
WALLACE (CONT'D)
So they see a big Black American
man minding his business in Samut
Prakan, boom, they know they have
to have a piece of that. Even if it
hurts a little, they’re gonna do
what it takes to get some of that
America spirit in them.

NORMAN
They sound patriotic.

WALLACE
Hard work. They’re not afraid of
hard work. That makes all the
difference.

END OF SCENE.